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                        RSV4
A new era of an incomparable engine
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                        RSV4 FACTORY 1100
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                Discover
RSV4 Models
                

                
                    The Aprilia RSV4 has always set the bar in terms of sportiness and performance, the best example of just what can be accomplished when drawing on the valuable experience of a winning Racing Department like that of Aprilia which, in its brief history, has earned 54 world titles, seven of which in the World SBK championship. Skills honed on the track and transferred to the production range, to provide everyone with the same excitement offered by Aprilia Racing motorbikes.
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                            RSV4 FACTORY 1100

                            
                                The RSV4 Factory has the V4 1099cc engine, sports standard elements such as forged aluminum wheel rims, an Ã–hlins Smart EC 2.0 semi-active suspension system and Brembo Stylema brake callipers. The new design comes courtesy of intensive research into the bikeâ€™s aerodynamics.
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                            RSV4 1100

                                                            
                                The RSV4 is not merely a motorcycle. It is the embodiment of simply incredible design in a sector brimming with extraordinary technology and exemplifies what can be achieved through the experience and know-how of a racing department with a long history of creating winning vehicles.
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                                            Technology

                                            
                                                Thanks to the new Marelli ECU 11MP, the new RSV4 offers the possibility to manage a more complex algorithm, allowing the possibility to increase the number of elements connected to the ECU and to introduce new logics and controls. 

                                                The new ECU, compared to the previous one, has an higher number of pins ( from 80 to 144), it has 4 times faster clock frequency and a 4 times bigger memory.

                                                These unique features give the possibility to offer a more refined electronics control, achieving a new level of performance and user experience
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                                            Engine

                                            
                                                The new RSV4 and RSV4 FACTORY will return to share the same engine capacity. To maintain is leading position in the segment and even increase track performance the engine is renewed and growth from 1077cc to 1099cc. This increase will guarantee a better torque curve with an increased peak value of 125 Nm and a confirmation of 217 hp with Euro5 homologation. New engine shaft to increase stroke to 53,32mm and new top side engine basement.
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                                            Chassis

                                            
                                                Since its first launch, the RSV4 has been worldwide appreciate for its perfect chassis balance that gives on track the perfect feedback of a solid front end, precision and nimble cornering. During his career the RSV4 received many updates without compromising its DNA and the new RSV4 follows this consistency keeping the same architecture and dimension but with an update rear arm with inverted truss. This element comes directly from the Racing environment and help to reduce the weight (-600 gr), increase rigidity (+30%) with an element made with less components.
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                                                        COMPARISON TOOL

                                                        Compare Aprilia models

                                                        You can choose up to 3 models of yor choice of comparison.
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